Macrophages are beneficial blood cells that kill foreign invaders as part of a regular and proper immune response to foreign bacteria or viruses in the body. These macrophages are activated by a protein called GcMAF (Gc-Macrophage Activating Factor). However, smart viruses and cancer cells have found a way to interfere with macrophages by producing an enzyme called Nagalase (alpha-N-acetylgalactosaminidase) that disrupts GcMAF. So without GcMAF, macrophages are not signaled to kill and remove the virus or cancer cells.

Nagalase levels can be measured through a blood test, and if your level is high, GcMAF protein can be augmented in your body (in the form of a subcutaneous injection) to jump-start the immune response toward viruses and cancer cells. Research has shown that as the viruses or cancer cells are eventually destroyed, your body is able to return to its own production of GcMAF; and once your Nagalase is under 0.9 nmol/min/mg, you no longer need the weekly injections. You need one injection per week typically for 24 weeks for many disorders, and for more serious conditions, you may need it for a year.

GcMAF has been shown through published research to be a beneficial adjunct for autism, chronic herpes, chronic acne, cirrhosis of the liver, chronic kidney disease, chronic depression, colitis, Chron’s, fibromyalgia, hepatitis, HIV, chronic fatigue syndrome, osteoporosis, lupus, allergies and cancers (colon, breast, prostate). The references to research studies listed below make claims and other conclusions about GcMAF such as:

- Inhibits angiogenesis (stops blood supply to cancer tumors)
- Causes cell apoptosis (causes cell suicide of cancer cells)
- Reprograms cancer cells into healthy cells
- Reduces metastatic potential of human cancer cells
- Increases energy production at the mitochondrial level in chronic fatigue syndrome
- Counters the toxic effects of heavy metals like Cadmium
- Increases brain neuronal connectivity by promoting differentiation and formation of dendrites (for autism and chronic fatigue patients)

Although this therapy is considered experimental, in my clinical experience, I find it to be a very safe therapy with little side effects. The most common, but rare side effect can be mild flu like symptoms as the immune system begins to wake up. It is important to ensure your Vitamin D levels are optimal (60-80) and you are not anemic (low in your red blood cells). In addition, you need to eat a low carbohydrate, low sugar, Mediterranean diet. I have been using GcMAF on myself and my patients safely for over a year and with good results. Although I am an advocate of this therapy, I encourage my patients to do independent study of this research to corroborate my point of view or come to their conclusion because the evidence is new, and the cost is not covered by insurance. It is easy to do a PubMed search for "GcMAF" to look at published research. In doing your independent research, consider the quality of the study and possible conflicts of interest that can produce bias in the conclusion. Contact me via the portal if you have any questions.
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